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MERGEX INTRODUCTION

Mineable Coin on the ultra secure X11 Algorithm 

which stands out from conventional hashing 

algorithms as it combines 11 distinct 

cryptographic functions

MERGEX Chain is a Proof-of-work (POW) consensus 

blockchain mechanism that incentivizes network 

validation by rewarding miners for adding 

computational power and difficulty to the network

MERGEX Chain is a Layer 1 protocol that provides 

robust security through cryptographic 

mechanisms and distributed consensus

MERGEX Master nodes are hosted within the 

network and provide additional services such as 

validating transactions or serving data requests. 

In return, they receive rewards in form of 

transaction fees delivering true passive income

The MERGEX Chain delivers; high security, 

increased transaction processing speed, 

decentralization, reliable data storage, wide 

application area and much more

MERGEX Play2Earn is a unique gaming model that 

will allow players to receive in-game MERGEX 

rewards via a wide spectrum of online platforms

Customized MERGEX Chain explorer with full 

visibility of transactions, chain transparency, 

network movements and master nodes in 

ecosystem

The MERGEX wallet will provide a higher level of 

security compared to mobile wallets and will utilize 

features like strong encryption, offline storage, and 

hardware wallet integration to protect private keys 

and funds from online threats



MERGEX DEEP DIVE
MergeX, where the thrill of crypto gaming meets unparalleled opportunities to play, earn, and connect! Our 
play-to-earn tournaments and events are set to redefine your gaming experience.

Imagine community servers tailored to almost any multiplayer game you can think of – a dynamic space 
where MergeX enthusiasts can come together, forge alliances, and immerse themselves in the world of 
competitive gaming. But here's the exciting twist – our tournaments aren't just your run-of-the-mill events, 
We're gearing up to host massive USD $ cash prize tournaments, inviting medium to large-sized streamers to 
compete against our dedicated holders.

Unlike other systems, MergeX rewards skillful players and our valued holders. Say goodbye to bots and 
scripters dominating the scene; we're putting the focus back on genuine skill and community involvement. 
Your MergeX holdings and gaming prowess are your ticket to reaping the rewards – no shortcuts, just 
genuine talent.

To keep the excitement flowing, we'll be streaming daily, creating a dynamic space to grow our viewership 
and ensure that MergeX is always in the spotlight. Whether it's cheering for your favorite players or diving 
into the heart of the action, our daily streams are your gateway to the MergeX experience.

But that's not all, post-launch, we're set to partner with multiple coins, fostering a robust crypto community. 
MergeX isn't just about our coin. it's about bringing the crypto community back to its roots, transforming it 
into a real, thriving community. Join us on this exhilarating journey where play-to-earn, skill, and community 
spirit come together in perfect harmony. 



MERGEX CHAIN INFORMATION



MERGEX PLAY TO EARN VISION & STRATEGY

The MergeX Vision is simple. To build a global 

gaming community for all.  Male, female, young or 

old the MergeX family will cater your gaming and 

crypto needs

Qualifiers: These are hosted on a regular basis, have 

lower reward pools and limited entries. These 

entries require MergeX Coins to enter the 

tournament and payouts are provided in Stable 

Coins. Competitors achieving designated positions 

on these qualifying events will be able to enter the 

Main Event Tournaments

The MergeX Community does not care if you game 

on PS, Xbox, Mobile, Switch or PC and if you 

stream on Twitch, YouTube, Kick or any other 

platform – MergeX is for you!

Hosted Events: These events are free to enter and 

will be hosted in different games, community 

servers and pre-notice game activities. These 

events will provide the ability to earn MergeX 

Coins that can be utilized in any section of our 

ecosystem

Main Event Tournaments: These will be hosted on a 

rotating schedule (monthly or quarterly). Have the 

highest reward pools and are "invitationals" and 

qualifier entry only. They require a MergeX Coin 

entry fee to participate and payouts are provided in 

Stable Coins

All events hosted by MergeX Chain Team will have 

organizers, staff and casters to make sure it's 

enjoyable for all participating and viewing



PASSIVE INCOME - MERGEX MASTERNODES

Master nodes are privately-maintained servers that provide infrastructure and operational support to 
a blockchain platform, amongst other functionalities. Master nodes are generally full nodes with 
added functionality such as instant transactions, improved privacy and security, and a decentralized 
governance system

Owning a full or partial MERGEX master node gives investors an opportunity to earn true passive 
income. 30% of every mined block is available to master node holders and is awarded if your node 
interacts with the block

Hosting sites such as MiningPowerEU and Penicula give investors the opportunity to re-invest their 
coin rewards which has the effect of making more nodes for you, or simply to have the rewards sent 
to your wallet of choice

MERGEX master nodes will be available from launch and everyone will have a level playing field 
when it comes to getting on the master node ladder early. None of the pre-mined coins will 
allocated into the master node ecosystem

The more master nodes that are in the MERGEX system the better the whole ecosystem will 
perform. Coins will become scarce on exchanges and will drive prices up due to simple supply and 
demand mechanics. 

https://masternodes.miningpower.eu/home
https://pecuniaplatform.io/home


PROJECT ROADMAP

Design Concept 

Socials, Branding & Website 

Launch & Pool Listings 

Xeggex, Tradeogre & NonKYC

P2E Tournaments Launch

Q1 2024 Q2 2024

Q3 2024 Q4 2024

Discord 1k members

Community Server (Minecraft)

MEXC Exchange

Discord 5k members

Major Marketing Campaigns

P2E & Gaming Partnerships (Casters, 

Crypto & Platforms)

Discord Membership 10k

Mobile Wallet

Onboard Major Streamers

Multiple Community Servers

Sponsorships for P2E Tournaments

Wallet in App Store

MergeX P2E Platform Integration

MergeX Swap Facility



MERGEX USEFUL LINKS

Discord: https://discord.gg/mergexchain

Telegram: https://t.me/MergeXX11 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/MergeXChain

Medium: https://medium.com/@MergeXChain
 
Website: https://mergexchain.com

Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5487141.0

 Linktree: https://linktr.ee/mergexchain

Explorer: https://explorer.mergexchain.com

Github: TBC

Wallet: TBC

https://discord.gg/mergexchain
https://t.me/MergeXX11
https://twitter.com/MergeXChain
https://medium.com/@MergeXChain
https://mergexchain.com/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5487141.0
https://linktr.ee/mergexchain
https://explorer.mergexchain.com/
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